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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
Are two heads better than one? For some computer progranmTling tasks, two people
working in a pair, at one workstation, have produced better work in less time than
programmers working alone on the same task [9,12,13,141. If a pair of programmers can
produce better programs, perhaps a pair of testers can produce better test results. The
experiment described in this thesis examines one kind of testingWindows Exploratory
Testing (WET)to see whether a pair of testers can work more effectively than a single
tester.
Although people have been programming in pairs for many years, the recent attention
paid to pair programming arises in the Extreme Programming (XP) arena. XP has several
features that distinguish it from more traditional software development techniques, such as
continual unit testing, on-site customer representation, no overtime, and an open
workspace where programmers work in pairs on small tasks (calleduser stories)[2,3]. The
programming in pairs aspect of XP has attracted the most attention, including controlled
studies that have demonstrated the effectiveness of progranmiing in pairs [9,12,14].
XP applies pair programming totasks,where a task can be completed in a few days.
A programmer picks an interesting task, selects a partner from the progranming team, and
the pair complete the task together, working at a single workstation. For a different task, a
programmer can pick a different partner. Thus, all software is developed in small
increments, by pairs of programmers working side by side. XP was first used in 1996, and
has since been applied to a number of different projects, with much success [2].
Most software testing, like programming, has traditionally been an individual
activity. A single tester sits at a single workstation and develops test plans, executes test
plans, and performs other testing activities. Given the effectiveness of XP in general and
pair programming in particular, it was natural to wonder whether similar benefits accrued
to other software development tasks. In particular, Microsoft Corp. was interested in
applying pair working to WET.WET was chosen because it is applied in small units, roughly akin to XP tasks. WET
is a form of application testing where the tester does not know anything about the
application, and so must explore it to learns its purpose and functions, and to determine the
application's stability in a given environment [8].
The question Microsoft posed was whether two testers, sitting at a single
workstation, would produce better tests, test faster, or see other benefits that pair
programmers often report.
Noel Nyman of Microsoft Corp. contacted Dr. Curtis Cook at Oregon State
University, who agreed to perform the experiment. Ray Lischner signed on to the project in
the Fall of 2000. The experiment took place in Winter 2001 term.
The results, briefly, were that pair testing is not significantly different from solo
testing. This experiment was preliminary, designed more to determine which questions to
ask next than to provide any definitive answers on its own. Future experiments should
examine more closely the pairing of strong and weak testers to determine whether the
effect is reproducible, whether the results obtained were simply because the strong tester
takes over, and whether the weak tester learns anything from the strong tester.
Chapter 2 presents some background material on Windows Exploratory Testing, pair
programming, and the Extreme Prograimning methodology that spawned today's interest
in pair programming.
Chapter 3 describes the experiment, subjects, database, and grading. Chapter 4
presents the analysis of the experimental results. Finally Chapter 5 summarizes the results,
discusses the validity of the results, and suggests areas to study further.
The appendices include snapshots of the experimental data, the questionnaires we
used, and a sample of the printed reports that were used for grading.CHAPTER 2 BACKGROUND
This chapter examines Windows Exploratory Testing and Pair Programming and how they
were applied to the experiment described in this thesis.
2.1WINDOWS EXPLORATORY TESTING
Windows Exploratory Testing (WET) is a particular kind of application testing where the
tester (or testers) explores an unknown application, maps the application's functions, finds
failures1and instabilities, and captures a test case outline that can be used for subsequent
tests of the same application. A WET tester explores the application by using a formal,
structured approach to understand the application's purpose, primary audience, and main
functionality.
There are two primary uses for WET:
An operating system vendor (such as Microsoft) can use WET to test the subtle
interactions between applications and the operating system. A failure in the
application might be caused by a fault in the operating system. WET helps the
OS tester locate the fault even when exploring an application that is not known to
the tester.
A system administrator or other user can apply WET to assess the stability of an
unknown application. A potential customer can use WET to ensure the proper
functioning of the application prior to purchase, for example. A system
administrator might use WET to ensure a new OS release will not result in new
failures in critical applications. (This is the approach that the experiment
follows.)
A WET test follows a structured approach to exploring the application. When the test
is complete, the only output is a WET report, which consists of the following five parts:
1In this thesis, the terms fault and failure follow the IEEE standard terminology [41. A
fault is a static error in a program's source code. A failure is a runtime error. WET, like
any dynamic testing procedure, finds only failures, not faults. WET can be used as one of
any number of tools to help identify the fault or faults that give rise to a failure.4
Purpose: the tester identifies the main purpose of the application and its primary
audience. Some applications have multiple target audiences, and so might have
multiple purposes. For example, Adobe PhotoShop has at least two key
audiences: professional graphic designers and casual users. The needs of these
two audiences are different, and the way they use the application also differs.
These differences can impact the rest of the test, so it is important to identify
them early in the test procedure.
Functions: one of the main tasks of the exploratory tester is to identify the
application's main functionality. Functions are divided into a two-level
hierarchy: primary functions are those function that must work correctly or else
the application would not be usable by its primary users. Contributing functions
are all functions that are not primary. Most contributing functions are subsidiary
to a specific primary function, but sometimes a contributing function is a top-
level function but is of less importance and does not warrant the "primary"
heading. Any function that is not related to the purpose is not (by definition) a
primary function.
Instabilities: if the test encounters any failures, the failures are noted in the WET
report. One of the trickiest aspects of WET is knowing what is a failure. With an
unknown application, the tester has no definitive test oracle. Many applications
require detailed domain knowledge. If the tester is suspicious about the
application's behavior, he or she should at least make note of the behavior in the
Issues section of the WET report (see the next bullet item). Different approaches
to WET record different amounts and kinds of information for instabilities. This
experiment recorded a textual description and a severity (minor, major, critical).
Issues: Any unusual? behavior that does not seem to be an instability is listed
under the Issues section. The tester can also list questions that arise during the
test procedure, or make notes about limitations in the test process. For example,
many graphics applications support input from scanners and digital cameras. If
the necessary hardware is not available, these functions cannot be tested, so the
tester notes this under Issues.Test case outline (TCO): The TCO is the "map" that the tester produces as a
result of exploring the application. The TCO describes where the tester visited
(functions), how the tester got there, and any interesting sites seen along the way.
The TCO helps subsequent testers find their way around the application.
The phrase, exploratory testing, was first used by Kaner, et al., to describe informal testing
of an application [5]. Others apply the term to a variety of testing situations, but usually in
the sense of exploring a new application to learn about it, and developing the test plan and
performing the test at the same time [7]. James Bach and Microsoft [1,8] formalized the
concepts of exploratory testing to develop WET as part of the "Certified for Windows
2000" Microsoft logo program. WET has since been applied to a variety of situations,
including the following:
Identifying potential problems with a new operating system release by testing a
wide variety of stable applications.
Locating operating system defects by exploring custom applications that give rise
to failures.
Verifying stability of a new application that might be unknown to the tester.
The WET process is a formal, structured test methodology that is best suited to examining
an application that is not known to the tester. It is not a substitute for any other application
testing technique. The vendor or author of the application under test does not apply WET.
It is a testing technique for users, customers, and third parties.
Each test is limited in scope and time. When the time limit expires (typically 2-4
hours), the test ends. A WET test might be directed to testing a specific set of features, or it
might be a more general exploration of the application's functionality.
2.2EXTREME PROGRAMMING
The current interest in pair programming originates with the extreme programming (XP)
community. Programming in pairs is only one aspect of XP, but many people
misunderstand XP and believe that pair progranmiing is the only or the most important
aspect. This section briefly reviews XP and places pair programming in its proper context.
XP is popular because of numerous public reports of its success, starting with the
Chrysler Comprehensive Compensation project [2,3]. Tn addition to anecdotal evidence,controlled studies have demonstrated the value of pair programming, which is one aspect
of XP [9,12,13].
In its simplest form, XP is an approach to programming where all software
development techniques are pushed to their extremes. If unit testing is good, XP calls for
the extreme limits of unit testing, namely, testing every unit as often as possible. If
bouncing ideas off a partner is good, then XP says to bounce all ideas off a partner.
XP is predicated on changing requirements. It is the antithesis of the traditional
waterfall model of software development [10]. Software is developed in small increments.
Each release is broken into a series of iterations. The customer continually participates in
planning, writing stories (features that belong in the iteration), and choosing which stories
belong in the iteration and which should be deferred to future iterations. Programmers
break down the user stories into programmer tasks, where each task can be completed in a
few days. Iterations occur frequently, with the first release happening as early as possible.
Of course, in the early iterations, not all functionality is present, but enough features are
there that the customer can evaluate the product and provide feedback for subsequent
iterations.
Programmers choose the tasks that interest them the most. Each programmer
estimates the time needed to complete the tasks for which he or she signed up. For each
task, the programmer picks a partner, and the two work together at a single workstation.
The pair starts by understanding the task, possibly asking the customer (who is on-site) for
clarification. After discussing design alternatives, the pair writes unit tests for the task.
After the tests are complete, the pair implements the code. At any given time, one person is
the driver and is in control of the keyboard and mouse. The other person, the observer,
checks for errors, reviews the work continually, and thinks about alternative approaches.
After the code successfully passes the units tests, it is integrated into the system and
all unit tests are run again. If any unit test fails, the new code is removed from the
integration, and the pair must determine how their new code broke the existing code.
Sometimes, the new code simply uncovers a fault that had already existed but was not
uncovered by the existing unit tests. In that case, the pair fix the fault and add appropriate
unit tests, or one of the pair might team up with one of the people who wrote the original
code, to make sure new fixed would not introduce new bugs. An important aspect of XP iscollective ownership of the code. Everyone is responsible for the success of the entire
project. [2,31
2.3PAW PROGRAMMING
Programming in pairs is not new. Most likely, pairs have programmed since the earliest
days of programming, but the literature doesn't discuss it much as a specific programming
technique until recently.
When programming in a pair, two people sit at one desk with one workstation, one
keyboard, and one mouse. One person is the "driver" and controls the keyboard and mouse.
The other person is the "observer" and checks what the driver is doing. The driver and
observer decide when to switch roles, which can happen as often as several times a minute.
Pair work is most important during analysis and design, when it is most important to
consider many different ideas, reject bad ideas quickly, and see the problem from multiple
points of view. Programmers who work in pairs during implementation also see benefits
from having a second set of eyes checking the code while it is being written. Not all
collaborative groups use pairs for programming, though. Sometimes, code (especially the
simpler, more tedious code) is written individually and reviewed in pairs [13].
Nosek reported in 1998 [91 on an experiment where professional programmers
worked on a new program as individuals and in pairs. The results were compared for
readability, functionality, and time required for completion. Pairs performed significantly
better than individuals, albeit with an increase in person-minutes required to complete the
task. The pairs also reported significantly more confidence in their results and enjoyment
of the process.
Williams [13,14] also compared solo and pair programming among advanced
undergraduate students, and observed similar results. Students working in pairs produced
significantly fewer defects than students working alone. Also, students in pairs had more
confidence in their results and were more satisfied with their completed jobs.
2.4PAW TESTING
Given the success of progranmiing in pairs, a natural question is to ask whether testing also
benefits from working in pairs. No prior studies of pair testing have been published.(]
In XP, unit testing is in integral part of the development process, as is pair
programming. Nonetheless, some group report that unit testing is often performed solo, or
the pair splits up so each member of the pair runs half the tests on separate workstations
[13]. In other words, as practiced in the industry, testing seems to be the area where pairs
have the least benefit.9
CHAPTER 3 THE EXPERIMENT
This chapter presents the experiment: the student subjects, the experimental procedure, and
the data collection process.
3.1INTRODUCTION
The experiment was designed to answer some basic questions about pair testing as applied
to Windows Exploratory Testing. In particular, we formulated the following hypotheses:
1.Testers working in pairs will produce higher quality results than testers working
alone.
2.Testers working in pairs will be more productive than testers working alone.
3.Testers working in pairs will exhibit greater confidence in their results than
testers working alone.
4.Testers working in pairs will have more job satisfaction than testers working
alone.
The experiment involved 14 students (6 seniors and 8 graduate students), testing 12
different applications, over a span of four weeks (plus one week for training). Each student
performed eight tests: four solo and four in pairs. Students formed unique pairs for each
pair test. We graded the resulting WET reports in four categories: function identification,
function classification, instabilities, and TCO. The rest of this chapter describes the
experiment in detail.
3.2SUBJECTS
The experiment subjects were enrolled in a class on software testing at Oregon State
University. The course was a joint senior-graduate course offered as special topics class
expressly for this experiment. Fourteen students enrolled for the class: eight seniors and six
graduate students. Students were informed prior to enrollment that the course would
involve traditional course work and the experiment, and that they would be paid for their
time in the experiment.
The first half (five weeks) of the class covered traditional software testing topics in a
traditional classroom setting. The rest of the class (five weeks) was devoted to WET and10
the experiment. During week six, the students were trained in WET. One class session was
devoted to presenting WET, and the students practiced performing WET solo and in a pair
during the rest of the week. The remaining four weeks were devoted to the experiment
proper. Each student tested two applications per week.
Participation in the experiment was optional. In the course announcement, students
were informed of the experiment and were told they could write a term paper in lieu of
participation. This information was repeated during the course. The University's Human
Subjects Panel accepted the experiment design, and all students signed Informed Consent
Forms. The option was repeated when the experiment began. All students decided to
participate in the experiment.
The students were divided into two groups of seven students each. The groups had
the same number of undergraduate and graduate students and were balance by GPA and
previous testing experience (as reported on a survey administered at the start of the class,
see Appendix C).
Students were paid $500 for participating in the experiment. All students completed
all of their assigned tests, although one student did not finish by the end of the term and
had to finish two tests after the start of the subsequent term.
3.3LAB SETUP
All testing occurred in a lab set up for this experiment. The lab had six desks, and each
desk had two chairs and one PC. The PCs were modest by today's standards (only 64MB
of RAM), but adequate for running all the applications if the tester didn't load too many
large graphics files.
The PCs ran Windows 2000 Professional and were connected in a network and to the
Internet. Students logged in as administrators because most applications require
Administrator privilege to install. This meant students had the opportunity to damage
(accidentally or otherwise) the applications used by other students, but no problems of this
nature arose.
The PCs had identical processors and RAM configurations. Every PC had a floppy
drive and a CD-ROM drive. Most of them had sound cards, but none of them had speakers.
The oniy peripheral available was a monochrome laser printer in the network. Thus,
students could not test any scanning functions, color printing, or audio features.11
3.4TRAINING IN WET
Of the five weeks set aside for the experiment, the first week was devoted to training. Class
met for two 80-minute sessions per week. The first session was spent with an hour-long
presentation on WET. Students were given written material [8] that described WET in
detail. As is typical in a college setting, some students read the material when they were
asked to, and other students did not. Even professionals behave similarly, and James Bach
allocates time in his professional training sessions to read the material in class. We did not
have this luxury of time, so we had to rely on students reading the material outside of class.
We did not verify that they actually did the reading.
After the lecture in the basics of WET, we divided the class into two groups
(unrelated to the experiment's groups). The sole criterion for forming the groups was
scheduling convenience: those who could stay after class and start practicing WET
immediately formed one group. Everyone else formed the second group. An additional
class meeting was set up for training the second group. Another reason for dividing into the
groups was that the lab had only six workstation, which is too few to train fourteen
students. Thus every student had an opportunity for hands-on training in the lab before the
experiment began.
One student could not attend the normal training because the student was out of town.
A special training session was set up for that student.
3.5EXPERIMENT STRUCTURE
Microsoft supplied a variety of applications to use in the experiment, ranging from
financial programs to popular graphical applications to desktop database programs. Twelve
applications were chosen for use. Eight other applications were used during the training
session. Some applications were discarded during training because they were unsuitable for
the experiment, for reasons as diverse as the following:
A desktop publishing application: We had the German-language version.
A greeting-card maker was utterly unusable on Windows 2000, most likely due
to differences between Windows 95, for which the application was designed, and
Windows 2000.12
A raster graphics editor: Installation took several hours, leaving no time for
testing.
A personal information manager: Installation was from diskettes, not CD-ROM.
In order to leave as much time for testing as possible, we used only applications
that could be installed from CD-ROM.
Table 3-1 describes the applications that we used in the experiment. Each application
is identified by the primary key as used in the database. (The large discontinuity in
application keys is because application 7 was used for testing during the development of
the 'WET reporting tool. The other applications were added to the database later, resulting
in higher key values.)
Table 3-1. Applications used in the experiment.
KeyDescription
7 Contact manager
3342-D and 3-D computer aided design
335Personal and small-business finances
337Raster graphics editor
338 Desktop database manager
339 Genealogy tool
340WYSIWYG HTML editor
3423D computer-aided design
343 Business finances
349 Text indexing and searching
350Presentation graphics
357Popular vector and raster graphics editor
3.6WET REPORT TOOL
To help students record the WET report, and to help ensure a common format for the
reports, we wrote a client/server tool for capturing the report. The server was an Interbase13
6.01 relational database manager. The client was a custom tool, written in Borland's
Delphi Pascal 5.01.
The reporting tool streamlined the creation of the WET report and helped ensure that
reports were captured and recorded even if the operating system were to crash. To achieve
this, the tool would commit changes to the database server whenever the user moved from
one part of the report to another or when the keyboard was idle for two seconds. The idle
wait prevented the tool from being intrusive and interrupting the user when typing.
The tool used property pages to separate the different parts of the report. The user
could freely move from one page to another. Initially, students logged in (as shown in
Figure 3-1) and could either continue an existing test report or start a new one.
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Figure 3-1. WET reporting tool login screen.
When starting a new report, the student must choose an application from a drop-
down list. Figure 3-2 (on the next page) shows the identification form. If the test is a pair-
test, the driver chooses the partner from another drop-down list.14
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Figure 3-2. WET reporting tool identification page.
After identifying the application, the user can enter any information in the WET
report, in any order. If the session is ended before the test is complete, either student in a
pair could login and continue the test report.
The Purpose, Issues, and TCO sections of the WET report were entered as rich text.
The user could change fonts, choose font styles, but no other formatting conmiands were
provided. Only a few students availed themselves of the formatting capabilities, usually in
the TCO. Figure 3-3 shows the Purpose page. The Issues and TCO pages are identical.
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Figure 3-3. WET reporting tool purpose page.15
Functions and Instabilities are more structured. The Functions page shows two list
boxes: one for primary functions and one for contributing functions. Every contributing
function is subsidiary to a specific primary function, and selecting a primary function in the
left-hand list box brings up all of its contributing functions in the right-hand list box. The
user could use the buttons or keyboard shortcuts to enter new functions, delete functions,
or rename functions.
The functions page is more restrictive than traditional WET reports. We felt the
restrictions were important for two reasons:
1.Having a structure for the primary and contributing functions helps us count
functions and compare different reports more objectively.
2.The structure restrictions help the students create effective reports more easily.
An experienced tester can create a good report using a variety of structures for
the functions, choosing a structure that is most suitable for the application. Our
students lacked experience with exploratory testing, so were not in a position to
choose appropriate structures for the functions.
Figure 3-4 shows the Functions page.
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Figure 3-4. WET reporting tool functions page.16
Each instability has a one-sentence summary, a rich-text description, and a severity
(Critical, Major, or Minor). The summary is automatically generated from the first
sentence of the description. Similar to the function lists, the student can insert or delete
instabilities. After creating a new instability or selecting one from the list, the student can
change the severity or edit the description. Figure 3-5 shows the tool's instabilities page.
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Figure 3-5. WET reporting tool instabilities page.
Again, the structure imposed on the instabilities lets us count instabilities objectively
(subject to some subjective interpretations, as discussed in Section 3.8) and helps students
organize the report effectively.
The tool let the students print reports in a nicely formatted layout. The experimenters
could also print out reports at any time. The difference is that when a tester prints a report,
the tester's name (or names if it is a pair test) is printed on the report, but when the
experimenters print the report, only the report key from the database is printed.
After a test is completed, the student fills out a post-test summary. If a pair of
students performed the test, each student fills out the summary independently. The
summary asks about the student's confidence in the report overall and in the parts of the17
report. For a pair test, the student also estimates the percentage of time for that student's
contribution and how productive was the test compared to a solo test. Figure 3-6 shows the
summary form.
We have just a few questions before you are done. Please complete these questions now, while the information is still fresh. If this
is a pair test, you and your partner will need to complete this form separately Your partner can login now on a different computer.
end you fill in the forms simultaneously, Please answer the questions honest!y and as accurately as you can. We want to know
your personal opinions
Use the following scale to answer the six questions below, Tell us how confident you feel about the test you iust completed.
k Eirtremely well. I have 1UU confidence in my results
B: Above average, I am confident my resr.4ts are very good, but they are not perfect
C' Average. The results are good, but they dearly need work,
D Below average. The ;esult are better than nothing
F: Poor. I dont think these results have any value.
A
Overall, how do you feel about this test? C
l4ow well did you identify the purpose? C
I-low well did you identify the functions? C
I-low well did you identity areas of instability? C
How well did you identify issues and questions?
How well did you create a test case outline?
How do you feel about the reports completeness? C
How difficult was the application to test? C very difficult
Pair Testing
E;m3 'P'PJ )' ,
BCD F
C; cc (
CC'CC
ccc
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ductive were crnf3ared to working alone? C M
Figure 3-6. WET reporting tool instabilities page.
3.7REPORT DATABASE
C
C ga
The database resided on a PC running Windows NT 4.0 and Interbase 6.01. Because the
PC was not part of the department's regular backups, the database was backed up manually
to a department file server. (The backups were never needed during the experiment.)
The database captured all reports, including training and test reports. Status fields in
most records differentiate meaningful from test and training data. All data in the database(except the tester and application names) will be made available over the World Wide Web
later this year. When it is available, the user WETWEB will be granted SELECT privilege to
all tables (except Testers, which has the student names, and Applications, which has the
application names), but will not be allowed to modify any data.
The following sections describe the database schema in detail. Figure 3-7 gives a
UIML overview. Every table that accepted new data has the integer pkey as its first colunm.
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Figure 3-7. Database schema for WET data.
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An Interbase generator and a stored procedure generated unique primary key values. For
the sake of simplicity, a single generator was used for every table. Transaction volumes
were low, so contention for the single generator was not a problem. A trigger for each table
ensured that the pkey field was assigned a unique primary key, but the key was already
assigned by the client tool in most cases.19
The Purpose, Issues, and TCO fields of the Reports table are BLOBs (Binary Large
Objects), to minimize the restrictions on the size and contents of these fields. When the
database is prepared for online access, we will probably change the BLOBs to very large
VARCHARfields, which will probably make it easier to access the fields over the Web.
Table 3-2 shows all the tables and briefly describes each column.
Table 3-2. Database schema for WET data.
Field Name Type Description
Applications table
Pkey Integer Primary key
Name Varchar( 100)Application letter and name
Isvalid Smallint 0=invalid, 1 =valid
Testerstable
Pkey Integer Primary key
Name Varchar(100)Student name
Email Varchar(50)Email address
Passwd Varchar(32)Password (in cleartext)
Administrator Smallint 0=regular user, 1=DB administrator
Phone Varchar(64)Telephone number
Reports table
Pkey Integer Primary key
Testerl_key Integer Foreign key reference to Testers.pkey
Tester2_key Integer Foreign key or NULL for solo
Application_key Integer Foreign key reference to Applications.pkey
Purpose BLOB Rich-text purpose
Issues BLOB Rich-text issues
TCO BLOB Rich-text test case outline
Status Smallint Foreign key reference to Status_kinds.kind
Need_summary Smallint 0have confidence summary; 1=need summary
Primary_functions table
Pkey Integer Primary key
Report_key Integer Foreign key reference to Reports.pkey
Name Varchar(64)Function name
Contributing_functions table
Pkey Integer Primary key
Primary_function_key Integer Foreign key reference to
Primary_functions .pkey
Name Varchar(255)Function name
Status_kinds table
Kind Smallint 0, 1, or 2
Name Varchar(16)'In progress', 'Done', or 'Deleted' (resp.)20
Table 3-2. Database schema for WET data. (Continued)
Field Name Type Description
Instabilities table
Pkey Integer Primary key
Report_key Integer Foreign key reference to Reports.pkey
Severity Smallint 0=Minor, 1=Major, 2=Critical
Description BLOB Rich-text description
Summary Varchar(255)One-sentence summary of description
Sessions table
Pkey Integer Primary key
Report_key Integer Foreign key reference to Reports.pkey
Endtime Timestamp Date and time of end of session
Duration Integer Duration of session in minutes
Isvalid Smallint 0=invalid; 1=valid
Gradestable
Pkey Integer Primary key
Report_key Integer Foreign key reference to Reports.pkey
Grader_key Integer Foreign key reference to Testers.pkey
Functions Char( 1) P=Poor, A=Average, E=Excellent
Classification Char(1) P, A, E
Instabilities Char(1) P, A, E
TCO Char(l) P, A, E
Summaries table
Pkey Integer Primary key
Report_key Integer Foreign key reference to Reports.pkey
Tester_key Integer Foreign key reference to Testers.pkey
Purpose Char(1) Confidence in purpose: AD,F
Functions Char(1) AD, F
Instabilities Char(l) AD, F
Issues Char(1) AD,F
TCO Char(1) AD, F
Completeness Char(1) AD, F
Difficulty Char(1) E=Easy, M=Moderate, V=Very difficult
Overall Char(1) AD, F
Productive Char( 1) Pair productivity
Percent Smallint 0-100
Isvalid Smallint 0=invalid; 1=valid
Pair_or_solo (view on Reports table)
Pkey fieger Same as Reports.pkey
Solo jSmallint 0=pair, 1=solo21
Table 3-2. Database schema for WET data. (Continued)
Seventies (view on Reports and Instabilities tables)
Report_key Integer Same as Reports.pkey
Severity Smallint O=Minor, 1=Major, 2=Critical, 42=none
Function_keys (view on Reorts, Primary_functions,Contributing_functions)
Report_key Integer Same as Reports.pkey
Primary_function_key Integer Same as Primary_functions.pkey or 0
Contributing_function_keyInteger Same as Contributing_function.pkey or 0
3.8PROCEDURE
Recall that students were placed into two groups of seven students each. Within a group,
every student worked in a pair with four other students. Each student tested eight
applications in total: four solo and four in pairs. Students tested two applications per week.
The schedule ensured that two students were not testing an application at the same time,
that a student never tested the same application more than once, and that students were
never paired with the same student more than once.
Table 3-3 (on the next page) shows the final schedule. Table colunm headings are
tester numbers, and the table entries are numbers for the applications to test. Note that the
schedule contains a glitch in week 4 for group 2 (shown in italics). Testers 264 and 267 are
both listed as testing application 343. They already worked as a pair in Week 3 (application
337), so in week 4 they both tested application 343 solo.
Each of the 14 students, therefore, performed 4 solo tests and 4 tests in a pair,
resulting in a total of 84 tests (56 solo and 28 paired). Both students in a pair completed the
post-test summary, so there are 112 confidence summaries.
Students were asked to perform their two tests per week and avoid falling behind. At
irregular intervals, we checked the database for completed reports and determined which
scheduled tests had not been completed, or in a few cases, had not been started.
Most students followed the procedure correctly, but as one might expect, some
students had more difficulty than others in complying. One student did not finish all reports
by the end of the term and completed the last two reports one week into the start of the next22
term, or two weeks after the experiment was to have ended. Another student performed
most tests out of order.
Table 3-3. Application test schedule.
Group 1
259261262263265266270
350337350338 7337335
Week 1
337338334335350 7350
338357339337334338337
Week 2
339339357357337334339
334335 7339335350334
Week 3
7350338 7338339357
335334337334357357 7
Week 4
357 7335350339335338
Group 2
257258260264267268269
343334357342357334340
Week 1
339342349339340357343
350 7 7335342349350
Week 2
335350340349335 7 7
357357343337337342338
Week 3
337335334340349340335
342340338338339343339
Week 4
340349337343343337334
3.9GRADING CRITERIA AND SCALES
We assigned grades to the functions, instabilities, and TCO parts of the WET reports. The
purpose section, although important, is simple and almost all students completed the
purpose section adequately. Because there is little opportunity for assigning different23
grades for this section, we did not grade it. The issues section is too subjective, which
made assigning an objective grade infeasible.
To grade the reports, we first printed every report. Each printed report lists the
application name, report key, and the report contents: purpose, functions, instabilities,
issues, and TCO. Appendix E shows a typical printed report. The printed reportas used
for gradingdoes not give the tester(s) identity and does not show if the test was
performed solo or in a pair.
The grades assigned were on a 1-3 scale, where 1 is below average, 2 is average, and
3 is aboveaverage.2Although we originally intended to use a 5-point scale (and students
used a 5-point scale to rate their confidence in the reports), there was little variation in the
quality of the reports, and discerning 5 separate levels of quality proved unrealistic.
Instead, we started with the grade 2 (average) for every report, and changed the grade to 1
or 3 only when there was a clear reason, as described below.
The grader had personally performed a WET test on every application, and so
understood well the application's purpose and functions, and had a good idea of its
instabilities. Thus, the functions in each report were compared with the grader's
assessment of the functions.
Functions were graded below average if the student clearly missed a significant
number of primary functions or a preponderance of the contributing functions. The grade
was above average if the student identified hard-to-find functions, organized the functions
in an exemplary manner, or was unusually complete.
Function classification was graded below average if a significant number of functions
were classified incorrectly as primary when they should have been contributing orvice
versa. Noreport received an above average grade for classification. Most reports classified
functions correctly, and we could not define adequate, objective criteria for determining
whether classification was above average.
Instabilities were marked below average if the tester missed obvious errors that most
(or all) other testers detected, or if the report listed no instabilities at all. Sometimes, a
tester was unsure about a perceived failure, and made a note under the issues section. For
2The database stores letter grades: P (poor) for 1, A (average) for 2, and E (excellent)
for 3. The interpretations "below average," "average," and "above average" were chosen as
being more precise and more descriptive of the actual grades. The mapping to numeric
scores permits easier use in statistical tools.24
grading purposes, it was counted as an instability. In other words, the raw count of
instabilities is less important than determining whether the student was exercising a variety
of functions, observing closely the resulting behavior of those functions, and detecting
failures in the behavior.
Every tester is likely to find different instabilities, but some applications were
"target-rich." In particular, Application 349 was particularly prone to crashing with
memory access violations. Its installer also failed for more users. Even if a tester found
instabilities in an application, if the grader knew that the application was particularly
unstable, a test that found only a few, insignificant instabilities earned a below-average
grade. On the other hand, one of the applications (only one!) was unusually stable. Finding
major instabilities in Application 338 was unusual.
The TCO was graded below average if it lacked sufficient information for the grader
to determine which application features were tested. Sometimes, the TCO simply listed
each function from the list of primary functions, but without any indication of how those
functions were applied (e.g., menu bar, tool bar, key strokes, etc.) or the state of the
application when the function was applied. For example, simply stating that the Print
function was tested resulted in a below-average grade. A below-average grade was also
given for tests that were inadequate in their coverage (omitting many primary functions
from the test). To receive an average grade, the TCO must describe a series of steps and
functions applied at each step. The Print function, for example, is applied in a context that
is specified by prior test steps. A TCO earned an above-average grade if it included extra
details about the test activities, exhibited unusually thorough test coverage, or displayed
exceptional insight into which functions to test or how to test them.
Some average TCOs were quite brief because the detailed steps of the TCO were
provided in a separate document, such as an online or printed tutorial that accompanies the
product. Thus, the length of the TCO is not an indication of its level of detail or quality.25
CHAPTER 4 ANALYSIS
This chapter presents the analysis of the data from the experiment. We started the
experiment with the following hypotheses:
Testers in pairs will produce higher quality reports than testers working solo.
Testers in pairs will be more productive than testers working solo.
Testers in pairs will have higher confidence in their results than those working
alone.
Testers in pairs will have higher job satisfaction than those working alone.
The first several sections of this chapter present background and general information
before the detailed analyses and evaluation of the hypotheses.
4.1TESTER ANONYMITY
To preserve the anonymity of the subjects, testers are identified only as a foreign key
reference in the database. The Testers table is the only location where the students' names
appear in the database. When grading and analyzing the data, only the foreign keys were
used, and in this thesis, only those keys appear.
During the experiment, student names and email addresses were needed to ensure all
students were completing their reports in a timely manner, and that they were following the
schedule for which applications to test each week. We created database queries to show us
which reports were finished and whose reports were not finished without revealing the
actual keys.
Unfortunately, in a few cases, students made errors in the database, and one student
forgot his password. In these isolated cases, the database administrator had to repair the
problem manually, which required knowledge of the student's key. The database
administrator was the same person who graded the reports. All the problems with the
database occurred early in the experiment, though, so the grader had several weeks in
which to forget the keys before grading.4.2CLEANiNG DATA
The reporting tool had some teething pains. Its initial version did not fit well with how
students wanted to work. It enforced a restriction that a student could work on only one
report at a time, but in reality students often overlapped their work on the pair and solo
tests during any given week. The initial version also had some stability problems, not
committing its results often enough.
As a result of the instabilities with the reporting tool, some of the student summaries
and session data were corrupted. During the training period, one student lost an entire
report and had to retype the entire report. To our knowledge, no other data were lost. The
most common malfunction was that the reporting tool lost track of which reports had been
completed, and presented the student with the end-of-report summary more than once.
Student submitted their end-of-report confidence summary as many as six times for a
single test. All of these problems were addressed as soon as we learned about them. Most
of the problems were fixed during the training session, and the rest were fixed during the
first week of testing.
To correct these problems, we had to clean up the data manually. No data records
were deleted. Instead, we added an isvalid field to the Sessions and Summaries tables.
Records that we deemed to be invalid were marked as such.
If a student submitted multiple summaries for a single test, we kept the first
summary, figuring that the student's initial reaction would be the most honest and accurate.
Later entries might reflect the student's frustration with the reporting tool.
The reporting tool automatically prompted the student for the session duration at the
end of each session. Sometimes a student would run the tool briefly, say, to print a copy of
the report. In such cases, the session duration should be zero, and many students record
zero-duration sessions. On the other hand, sometimes, the student erroneously entered a
longer duration. If the session records for a single test seemed to reflect such a problem, we
would try to determine which reports were most accurate. For example, one test (report key
3897) had four session records, two of which were for 240 minutes, entered at 8:28 PM
and 8:29 PM. We kept only the first of these records.
Finally, a few tests had multiple reports. For example, if two students in a pair each
started their own reports, the pair would have to close one report and finish the other. The
tool allowed the students to delete a report (which did not delete the record, but merely27
marked the record with adeletedstatus). Sometimes, though, students failed to delete the
report, but marked itfinished.Multiple reports from the same tester or testers for the same
application were markeddeletedmanually. Such problems also gave rise to false summary
and session entries, as described earlier in this section.
4.3DATA ANALYSIS TOOLS
We used Excel 97, from Microsoft Corp., for processing the data extracted from the
database. The rank sum and signed rank tests were computed by setting up spreadsheets
with the appropriate data, sorting, ranking by hand, and defining formulas to compute the
result. The resulting values were looked up in tables [11] to determine significance. The
Fisher Exact Test and t-tests were computed using StatGraphics Plus 5.0, from Statistical
Graphics Corp.
Excel was used instead of StatGraphics for most of the analysis because of the way
the data are organized. We extracted the raw data from the database into a comma-
separated text file, which can be imported easily into any spreadsheet program, such as
Excel. We could easily select, copy, paste, and reorganize the data in Excel to obtain the
analyses we sought. Doing the same in StatGraphics requires much more work. For
example, to compare the results on a per-application basis in Excel was simply a matter of
sorting by application and computing the ranks, etc., from the selected applications. Built-
in checks ensured the accuracy of the manual results. (For example, the sum of ranks is
alwaysn(n+ 1) / 2. If the sum is not correct, the ranks are not correct. If the sum is correct,
that is a strong indication that the individual ranks were computed correctly.) Doing the
same in StatGraphics requires extracting each application's data into a separate spreadsheet
(StatFolio, in the lingo of StatGraphics). It takes more time, and it creates many, many
more files, increasing the likelihood of using the wrong file at the wrong time, and so
making a mistake.
4.4DATA NORMALITY AND INDEPENDENCE
It is con-rn-ion practice for this type of experiment to assume the data population is normal
and to use parametric statistics. For example, Nosek applies the t-test to derive his
statistically significant results [9]. His data, however, do not support this assumption. For28
the readability pair score, his data have a sample standard deviation of zero, which prevents
any meaningful use of the t-test. This experiment has similar data (three discrete values,
small samples), but we decided not to misuse the t-test. (Williams does not provide enough
detail to know which statistical tests she applied [12,13,14].)
Where we are able to assume that the data are independent, we used the rank sum
(Mann-Whitney) test for significance. This test compares two independent samples to
determine the likelihood that they have the same probability or frequency distributions.
The test works with any distribution, so the data do not have to be normal. Briefly, the test
ranks all the data in increasing order, then sums the ranks from each sample. If the smaller
sum is under a certain threshold (which depends on the sample size), we can reject the null
hypothesis [6,111.
When the data could be paired (e.g., pair grade and solo grade for a single
application), we used the signed-rank (Wilcoxson) test. This test compares the differences
between each value in a pair to determine the likelihood that the differences are random.
Again, any distribution is acceptable. In each pair, the absolute value of the difference
between the values is used to rank the pairs [6,111. Only non-zero differences are
considered when evaluating the signed rank [6] because the zero difference pairs are not
relevant to the statistical analysis. If a sample turns Out to have many zero pairs, that
reduces the number of significant pairs, and reduces the likelihood of finding a significant
result.
Following the advice of Snedecor [111, when values are tied, the rank assigned to all
the tied values is the average of the smallest and largest ranks they would have if they were
not tied.
In some cases, it is reasonable to assume a normal distribution, and we used a t-test,
as computed by StatGraphics. Other statistical tests are noted where appropriate.
All tests for statistical significance are performed at the 95% confidence level.
4.5HIGHER QUALITY REPORTS
The first hypothesis is that pairs will produce higher quality reports than solo testers, where
quality is defined as the grades assigned to the test reports. Other definitions of quality are
possible, such as instability counts, but the grades are a more effective measure of quality.
Instability counts are, perhaps, a better measure of productivity, so we cover them in thenext section. We evaluated the four grades for functions, classification, instabilities, and
TCO, and we compared the sum of the four grades as an overall measure of the quality of a
report.
We first looked at the tests performed by each tester, treating the total pair grade and
the total solo grade as paired data. A total grade is the sum of the four individual grades for
each report, summed over all four solo tests or over all four pair tests for each tester. Thus,
every pair test is counted twice: once for each member of the pair. Using a signed rank test,
we tested the null hypothesis that the pair and solo tests have similar frequency
distributions, that is, that pair and solo tests have similar grades. This is not a problem
because the signed rank test does not assume the samples are independent. On the other
hand, we assume that all applications are independent and equally difficult to test. Later in
this section, we will see that this seems to be a reasonable assumption.
A summary of the grades is shown in Table 4-1.
Table 4-1. Total grades for pair and solo tests, per tester.
Tester KeyPair GradeSolo Grade
257 29 27
258 30 31
259 31 28
260 31 28
261 31 33
262 28 26
263 29 30
264 32 24
265 31 30
266 29 32
267 27 28
268 33 36
269 30 28
270 31 30
Median 30.5 2930
Overall, pairs seemed to perform slightly betterthe median score for pairs is higher
than the median score for solo tests, for example. Nonetheless, the statistical result of the
signed rank test does not allow us to reject the null hypothesis (p = 0.42). Tn other words,
pair tests are not significantly different from solo tests, on a per-tester basis.
Notable is tester 264, who scored the lowest on the solo tests, but scored above
average on the pair tests. On the other hand, tester 268 scored the highest as a solo tester,
and scorer lower on the pair tests. We take a closer look at these results later in this section.
In addition to looking at the total grades for each report, we examined each of the
four grades separately: function identification, function classification, instabilities, and
TCO. For the grade break-downs, there were no significant differences. The p-values were
0.94 for function identification, 0.38 for instabilities, and 0.96 for TCO. Function
classification is close to displaying a difference because all solo grades are the same or
smaller than the pair grades, but only four grades are different between pair and solo
grades, and at least five points are needed for statistical significance [61.
We can also look at the data on a per-application basis, comparing pair grades with
solo grades for each application. Because different applications had different number of
solo and pair tests, we used the mean of the grades in a rank sum test. The mean grades are
shown in Table 4-2.
Table 4-2. Rank sum test per application.
Application Mean Pair Grade Mean Solo Grade
7 8 7.6
334 7.33 7
335 7.5 7
337 7.5 7.5
338 8 7.75
339 7 7.6
340 9 6.8
350 7.33 7.75
357 7.25 7.7531
Three of the twelve applications were tested only by solo testers, so we have nine
applications to examine. We can use a rank sum test because no one tested the same
application more than once, so the pair and solo tests are independent. The resulting p is
0.80, so we cannot reject the null hypothesis. Once again, there is no significant difference
between pair and solo tests.
As we did for the testers, we can examine each of the four grades. We found no
significant difference between pair and solo tests when viewing the on a per-application
basis: functions p = 1.46, instabilities p = 0.50, TCO p = 0.64. Again, there were
insufficient distinct data for function classification.
Furthermore, we can see that there is little difference between the various
applications. (Application 340 has the highest pair grade, but the lowest solo grade. Is this
significant? We do not have sufficient data to tell.) It is unlikely that one application is
significantly more or less difficult to test than the other applications. To further verify this
assumption, we can use the post-report summary that every student completes online after
finishing a test report. One of the questions asks the student if the test was easy (0),
somewhat difficult (2), or very difficult (2). Table 4-3 summarizes the difficulty results.
Because some counts are less than 5, we cannot use ato check numerically whether the
applications are independent with regard to difficulty, but it is clear that they all have
roughly similar difficulty.
Table 4-3. Difficulty of each application.
Application CountMeanMedian
7 11 1.64 1
334 11 1.91 2
335 12 1.75 2
337 12 1.58 2
338 9 1.89 2
339 11 1.45 1
340 7 1.43 1
350 10 1.60 2
357 12 1.92 232
In general, pair and solo tests are not independent because the same testers perform
some solo and some pair tests. No one tested the same application more than once, which
is why we assumed testers were independent in the earlier analysis. What if our
assumptions are wrong, though? What if the pair and solo tests are not independent? If that
is the case, we should use a signed-rank test to compare solo and pair tests when the data
are paired by application. We checked total grades and the four partial grades. Once again,
we find no significant difference between pair and solo tests.
Perhaps testers are not interchangeable. Looking at the data, it seems that some
testers consistently get higher grades than other testers. We investigated the possibility that
pairing better testers might produce better pair results.
The first step is to assign each tester to a category: High or Low, according to their
total solo grades for all four solo tests. High testers have total grades the median and Low
testers scored below the median. Each category has 7 testers. Refer to Table 4-1 for the
total solo grades.
We also graded every pair test as High or Low, where High tests have a grade above
7, and Low tests are 7 or under. There is no value that divides the pair tests exactly in half,
but 7 gives a division that is close: there are 13 High tests and 15 Low tests.
To test the hypothesis, we examined each pair test and counted the number of High
and Low pair tests for each of the following categories:
1.Tester 1 is High, Tester 2 is High
2.Tester 1 is High, Tester 2 is Low
3.Tester 1 is Low, Tester 2 is High
4.Tester 1 is Low, Tester 2 is Low
The category for Tester 1 is independent from the category for Tester 2, so we can
use Fisher's exact test to check the null hypothesis that the counts for the pair tests are
indistinguishable from random. (A
2test cannot be used because most of the counts are
less than 5.) Table 4-4 (on the next page) shows the High pair tests and Table 4-5 shows
the Low pair tests. The two-tailed p is 1.42 for the High tests and 0.36 for the Low tests, so
we cannot reject the null hypothesis, that is, we cannot say that pairs produce results that
are significantly different from solo testers.33
Table 4-4. Count of High pair tests, broken down by testers' solo categories.
Tester 1
Low High Total
Low 3 2 5
Tester 2
High 6 4 10
Total 9 6 15
Table 4-5. Count of Low pair tests, broken down by testers' solo categories.
Tester 1
Low High Total
Low 5 1 6
Tester 2
High 3 4 7
Total 8 5 13
Similar results obtain from studying the partial grades (functions, classification,
instabilities, TCO). All the pair grades for function classification are the same, so we
cannot draw any statistical conclusions.
Although testers were assigned to applications randomly, it is possible that an
unintended cluster of Low or High testers to particular applications produced a bias in the
application grades. It is therefore helpful to see the distribution of High and Low testers for
each application. We counted the frequency of High solo testers in all the pairs for each
application (and took the mean to account for a different number of tests per application).
We call the total count of High solo testers the tester skill level. Table 4-6 (on the next
page) shows the skill levels for each application's pair tests. As you can see, the skill levels
are evenly distributed across all the applications.
We conclude that there is no statistically significant difference in quality between
tests performed by pairs and tests performed solo.34
Table 4-6. Tester skill per application.
Application Mean Skill #Low Solo #High Solo
7 1.00 3 3
334 1.67 1 5
335 1.00 4 4
337 1.25 3 5
338 0.67 4 2
339 0.67 4 2
340 1.00 1 1
350 0.67 4 2
357 1.00 4 4
4.6PRODUCTIVITY
The next hypothesis is that pairs are more productive than testers working solo. Because
the format of the test was fixed at four-hour durations, we do not expect to see any
difference in the total duration of the tests. Instead, we measured productivity as the
number of instabilities discovered or even number of functions. Number of functions can
be considered a quality issue more than a productivity issue, but sometimes it is difficult to
identify all the functions, especially contributing functions, and it is worthwhile examining
the data to discover whether pairs can uncover more functions than solo testers.
The total duration of a test (sum of all session durations) is assumed to be a normal
distribution, so we can perform a t-test to compare the duration of solo tests with that of
pair tests. The resulting t is 0.246 and thep value is 1.60, so we cannot reject the null
hypothesis, which means there is no difference between pair and solo test durations. Table
4-7 (on the next page) summarizes the duration results.
The other statistics we examined were the number of sessions, function counts, and
instability counts.
To count sessions, we include only the sessions with non-zero duration. Sometimes, a
student needs to run the WET reporting tool to print the report or do other bookkeeping35
tasks. The tool automatically creates a session, but the students were instructed to enter
zero as the duration if they did not actually perform any testing activities.
Table 4-7. Comparing pair and solo test durations.
ICount
IMean Std. Dev.
I
Duration
IPair 28 229
I
70
I
Solo 56 225 65
We count primary and contributing functions separately because highly productive
testers might count more functions than less productive testers. Because classification
problems might obscure the counts, we also count the sum of primary and secondary
functions. For instabilities, we count only the sum. Counting instabilities with different
severity is more likely to reveal classification differences than productivity differences.
For the session, function, and instability counts (which are clearly discrete, and
therefore not normally distributed), we used a rank sum test. Because of the larger sample
sizes, we can use the rank distribution approximation of a normal distribution and compute
z and then the two-tailed p. In no case are the observed values significantly different from
the theoretical values, so we cannot reject the null hypothesis, which means we did not
observe any differences between solo and pair testers. Table 4-8 summarizes the results.
Table 4-8. Productivity results.
z P
#Sessions 0.42 0.68
All Functions 0.24 0.82
Primary Functions 0.47 0.64
Contributing Functions 0.37 0.72
All Instabilities 1.13 0.26We conclude that pairs testers do not show increased productivity over solo testers.
4.7CONFIDENCE AND JOB SATISFACTION
The final hypothesis is that students working in pairs would have more confidence in their
results and more satisfaction in their tasks. After a student or a pair of students completes a
test, the testers must complete an online form to record how the felt about the test report
they completed. They answered as letter grades (AD, F), which were mapped to numeric
values (4-0). We asked about the testers overall confidence in the report, in the
completeness of the report, and for each of the five sections of the report.
The first step is to see whether any difference between the confidence reported by
pairs and that reported by solo testers. We did not find any significant differences. Table 4-
9 summarizes the results. Note one of the pair summaries (for 262) was not completed
correctly, so there are 55 records for pair tests and 56 for solo tests. Although the difficulty
of the test is not a measure of confidence, it appeared in the same form as the confidence
questions, so Table 4-9 shows the difficulty results, too. Again, there is no significant
difference between pair tests and solo tests.
Table 4-9. Pair vs. solo confidence.
z p
Overall 0.42 0.68
Completeness 0.39 0.70
Purpose 0.27 0.79
Functions 0.65 0.52
Instabilities 0.89 0.38
TCO 1.32 0.18
Issues 0.18 0.86
Difficulty 1.04 0.3037
At the end of the tenn, we gave out a final questionnaire, which the students
completed by hand. To ensure complete honesty, we did not identify the students in any
way. The final questionnaires are completely anonymous. Eleven of the fourteen students
completed the questionnaire.
One of the questions asks directly, "Rank each of the following in importance.. .Also
indicate whether or not it is a benefit of pairs testing over to [sici solo testing." The final
item is "Increased job satisfaction." Nine students entered a choice for this question: five
said it was a benefit and four said it was not. Out of six items, the median rank was 4.
Table 4-10 summarizes the results of the post-course questionnaire. Note that not all
students answered the benefit and the rank questions, so the counts differ for some
questions.
Table 4-10: Post-course summary results.
Question
Benefit? Rank
#Yes #No CountMedian
Increased thoroughness of WET report 6 3 8 2.5
Improved ability to work with another person 7 2 8 3.5
Learning from other person in pair 7 2 8 3
Continuous review by partner as WET report
being developed
7 1 8 2
Complete WET report in less time 5 4 8 4
Increased job satisfaction 5 4 8 4
We conclude that pairs testers do not show increased job satisfaction over solo
testers.38
CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSIONS
This chapter examines the experimental results and suggests directions for future
experiments.
5.1THREATS TO VALIDITY
The experiment faces several threats to its validity. This section presents each threat and
examines how we handle it.
Grading is subjective. All reports were anonymous, so the grader could not favor or
slight a report based on the tester or testers. The grader could have unknowningly biased
his grading by preferring one style of report over another. Producing a WET report
involves some personal style, and even though we designed to WET reporting tool to
reduce individual variation, there remains much room for individuality within a WET
report.
To check the validity of the grades, Dr. Cook examined and graded all the reports for
one of the applications (B, Goidmine). His grades closely reflected those of the grader.
This sample helps us believe that the grades were fair.
Small grade scale. We originally planned on using a 5-point scale for grading,
instead of a 3-point scale. The 3-point scale shows little difference between reports, even if
differences exist. A 5-point scale, however, would be more subjective than the 3-point
scale. The additional levels might have revealed more results that are statistically
significant, but it is unclear that the results would necessarily be meaningful. Nosek used a
3-point in his study on pair programming [9J.
No time to jell. Although the original work on XP did not discuss team jelling, other
works do [12,131. In particular, studies of students programming in pairs saw a significant
improvement in the time required to complete a progranmiing task after pairs had time to
work together [141. The magic cut-off seems to be about 10 hours of pair work to jell as a
team. In the current experiment, every pair was a new pairstudents did not get an
opportunity to work with the same partner more than once. Thus, pairs were never given
the opportunity to jell.39
In the post-course questionnaire, two students specifically mention "communication"
as a problem that made pair testing difficult. Another added a comment saying that he or
she did not know "my partner as well as I might have in [sic] pair testing was done at a
workplace where I saw my partner every day."
Even unjelled pairs see improved programming results, though. Nosek reports an
experiment involving professional programmers who were randomly assigned to work solo
or in pairs [9]. They did not have experience working in pairs, and many were skeptical
about the whole idea. Nonetheless, pairs produced better results in less elapsed time (but
more resources in person-minutes). Thus, if pair and solo testing produce different results,
it is reasonable to expect to see the difference, even with partners who have never worked
together, although one might also expect to see larger differences with teams that have
experience working together.
Independence ofData. Most of our analyses assumed the independence of
applications and independence of testers. These assumptions are not necessarily valid. For
example, some applications were written by the same vendor, and so they might share
code. An instability might be caused by a fault in the shared code, and so both applications
would have the same instability. Although this is a possibility, it does not seem to have
affected the applications in this experiment. The experimenter who tested every application
tried to induce failures in common ways. We would probably have seen the effects of a
fault that manifested itself as a failure in multiple applications.
Other instabilities might be caused by problems with the operating system. Some of
the applications we rejected in the training period were clearly afflicted by OS changes: the
application was written for a different OS than the host system (say, written for Windows
95 but run on Windows 2000). The experimenter who tested every application has been
programming at the system level with all versions of Windows since Windows 3.1, and is
familiar with well-known defects in Windows 95, 98, NT, and 2000. He specifically tested
for some of these problems, but did not find any instability that was common to multiple
applications.
There are other reasons why applications or testers might not be independent. For
example, students share information, and one student's testing style might be adopted by
other students. This might even be a fruitful area for future research: to determine how
much testers learn by performing the same style of testing over a period of time.5.2FUTURE DIRECTIONS
This experiment should be considered the first step, suggesting other avenues to pursue.
Our small samples did not yield statistically significant results, but an experiment that
focuses specifically on one area might produce significant results. Some areas that are
suggested by the current experiment include the following:
Looking more closely at the skills of the testers in a pair. Pairs tended to produce
reports in a narrower range of grades than solo testers. Pairing two weak testers
tended to produce lower quality reports than other combinations (although the
difference is not statistically significant in our experiment). An interesting
experiment would be one that used solo testing to gauge the skill of each tester,
then formed pairs of two weak testers, two strong testers, and one weak with one
strong, and used those permanent pairs for a series of pair tests. The results will
be statistically stronger than this experiment and should provide stronger
evidence whether the individual skills affect the pair results.
All the pairs were at least as good at function classification as the solo testers.
The samples were too small for statistical significance, but an experiment
focused on this area specifically can produce significant results.
Solo testers tended to find more instabilities than pair testers. If an application of
WET is to find instabilities, it might be more helpful to have two independent
solo testers instead of a pair sitting at a single workstation.
Data mining from the existing database. In this thesis, we examined four specific
hypotheses, but other results can be extracted from the data. For example, we
asked the students to rank their confidence in their test results. It would be
interesting to compare confidence with grades. Were students overconfident or
underconfident? Did working in pairs affect over- or underconfidence?
Another area for data mining is to examine temporal effects. Did report quality
improve with time? Were tests higher quality if they were completed in one
session? In multiple sessions? Is there a relationship between quality and the
number of days over which a test spanned?
Pair testing is a new field that has not yet seen any published research. The field is
wide open for further exploration.41
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APPENDICES43
APPENDIX A WET REPORT DATA
Figures A-i and A-2 show a condensed summary of the report data. Each report record
summaries the sessions, function counts, instability counts, and the grades assigned to the
report..
A ilester Session End Times # Total Sessions Functions Instabtities Grades
KeyKeyTi T2 Mm Max DysDuration ##<>0PrimContribCrftMaJ MmFuncCtass,stabTCO
338 1741263 2/19/01 10:362/19/01 14:23 1 245 3 3 3 18 0 2 6 1 2 2
3431817257 2/19/01 23:392/20/01 10:22 245 2 2 14 9 0 0 2 1 2 2
35018692652702/20/01 13:192/20/01 13:22 1 231 3 1 18 2 1 0 3 2 2 2
3391872262 2/20/01 10:342/23/0110:32 3 2 7 1 0 1 2 2 1
337 1981266261 2120/01 16:19 3/6/01 21:07 15 3 8 3 0 1 1 2 2 2 2
35720492672602120/0115:342/21/01 16:49 2 6 8 5 0 0 7 2 2 2
3402098269 2120/01 23:272/23/01 17:29 3 4 4 6 6 0 1 1 1 2 1
3382109261 2/21/0118:292121/0118:29 1 1 1 12 3 0 0 1 2 2 2
3422112264 2/21/0117:11 2121/0117:11 1 1 1 4 37 1 1 0 1 2 1
3352264270 212210114:072/22/0114:07 1 2 7 1 1 13 5 0 0 0 2 2
3422265258 2/2210111:202123/0117:47 2 11 11 3 1 0 0 2 2
3342286268258212210112:04 2126/011:06 4 7 9 1 2 0 4 4 1 2
34 2317267 2/22/01 13:13212210115:52 1 24 6 2 0 6 1 2
72408265 212210117:09212210117:0 1 2 1 1 4 10 0 0 1 1
33 24452642572122/0115:54 2/26/01 9:1 4 2 27 0 2 2
2601 212210117:442122/0117:44 1 1 1 14 2 0 1 2
33 2785 2123/0115:262125/0117: 3 270 3 3 1 0 2
34 2868 2125/0116:23 3/210111: 5 2 11 4 1 0 0 1
34 2878 2/25/0119:31 2125/0119:31 1 2 1 1 2 0 0 2 1
35 2911 2126/011: 2/26/01 4:1 1 2 4 0 0 2
33 3022 261 2127/0113: 2/27/0113: 1 2 1 3 0 1 1 2
3343233 2128/0117: 2/28/0117: 1 2 1 3 14 1 2 1
34 3457 2/28/0116: 3/210116:01 2 3 7 4 0 1 2
35 3463 2692128/0118:1 3/210115: 2 2 3 11 0 1 4 1 2
34 3493 3/1/01 0:1 3/11/01 20:1 11 4 4 4 34 4 1 2
35 3550 263 3/1/019: 3/3/01 11: 3 2 5 3 114 0 1 2 1
73553 3/3/01 11:1 3/3/01 11:1 1 98 1 1 1 104 2 0 2 1
3503632 3/1/01 12: 3/10/0116:1 10 54 4 3 1 42 1 0 2 2
7 260 3/1/01 14: 3/2/0118: 2 5 5 1 74 0 0 2 1
3383842 266 3/1/01 16:59 3/1/01 16:59 1 1 1 8 3 0 0 1 2 2
3373897 270 3/1/01 20:24 3/1/01 20:28 1 2 2 1 8 67 0 0 0 2
3353922267257 3/1/01 19:55 3/2/0115:33 1 2 4 2 8 2 0 0 3 1 2 2 2
3374010265 3/210112:09 3/7/01 13:45 6 27 4 4 21 8 0 0 1 2
3494042264 3/2/0116:00 3/2/0116:00 1 1 1 4 2 2 0 0 2
74096269268 3/3/01 12:01 3/4/01 22:48 2 237 4 4 9 4 2 217 2 3
3394418263 3/4/01 15:40 3/6/0118:17 3 250 2 2 11 8 0 1 4 2 2
3574422261 3/4/01 18:44 3/4/0118:44 1 240 1 1 12 6 0 0 4 2 2
3404565260 3/4/01 19:26 3/4/0119:26 1 188 1 1 14 6 0 0 0 2
3504795261 3/5/01 22:21 3/5/01 22:21 1 240 1 1 18 8 0 2 1 2 2 2
3574941257258 3/6/01 12:55 3/8/01 9:44 2 230 2 1 6 27 0 1 1 1 2 2
3495167267 3/6/01 16:23 3/6/01 17:47 1 240 4 4 9 0 3 1 3 1 2 1
3345284266 3/6/01 21:07 3/6/01 21:07 1 150 1 1 20 55 1 0 2 2
3345388259270 3/7/0118:38 3/7/01 20:50 1 242 2 2 12 81 0 2 3 2 2
3505448266 317/01 22:05 317/01 22:05 1 114 1 1 17 50 2 2 2 2-. AppReportTester Session End Times # Total Sessions Functions Instabilities Grades
yjyTi T2 Mm Max ysDuration ##<>.0PrimContribCtMaj MmFuncaassInstabTCO
357558427 3/8/01 13: 3/8/01 13:00 1 240 1 1 7 53 0 2 1
5588 3/8/01 10: 3/8/01 20:2 1 243 4 4 11 33 0 2 2
5701 261 3/8/01 16: 3/8/01 16:5 1 229 1 1 2 44 0 2 2
5874 264 3/8/01 16: 3/9/01 15: 1 240 2 2 1 0 2 2 1
75941 263 3/8/01 18: 3/8/01 18:5 1 230 1 1 1 9 6 2
610 3/9/01 13: 3/12/01 15: 4 241 2 2 1 7 0 2 2
620 3/9/01 16: 3/9/01 16:34 1 231 2 2 1 9 0 3 2 1
40624 264 3/9/0119: 3/9/01 19:3 1 25 1 1 7 3 4 7 2 2
636 258 3/9/01 21: 3/10/01 17:3 1 24 3 2 1 6 2 5 2 2
653 3/10/01 8: 3/10/01 8:58 24 1 1 1 10 0 0 2 2
664 266 3/10/01 9: 3/14/01 14:0 35 7 7 6 2 1 1 1
34 867 3/11/0118: 3/11/0118:2 19 1 1 8 0 0 2 2
4 3/11/0118:4 3/11/01 18:4 1 21 1 1 4 0 0 2 2
4 3/11/01 23: 3/12/0118:5 2 2 3 1 2
4 3/11/01 20: 3/12/0112:2 1 6 6 12 014 2 3
71 3/12/01 23: 3/12/01 23: 1 1 2 1 0 0 1 1 2
72 3/12101 23: 43/12/01 23:04 1 1 1 2 2 0 1 2 2
74 3/13/0116: 3/13/01 17:4 2 1 6 0 2 1 2 1
774 2653/13/0117: 3/14/0114: 1 11 3 2 2 4 0 0 0 2 2
34 76 3/13/0117: 3/16/0113:5 4 4 7 2 0 0 9 2
776 7 3/13/01 22: 3/13/01 22: 1 1 4 0 0 3 2 2
77 3/13/01 23: 3/21/01 3:0 244 6 4 1 4 0 6 2 2
77 3/14/01 14:473/14/01 21:24 1 217 3 3 1 8 0 1 2 2
777 2593/14/0114: 3/21/01 11:58 248 2 2 10 1 2
777 2623/14/0117: 3/14/0117: 1 168 1 1 24 5 0 2 2 2
8047 7 3/14/0121:1 3/15/01 0: 1 246 4 4 1 44 0 2 2 2
8128 261 3/15/0114:1 3/15/01 14: 1 240 1 1 2 117 0 1 2 2
8273 3/15/01 12: 3/19/01 15: 246 3 68 2 2 2
8365 3/15/0115: 3/16/01 12: 4 1 437 3 37 2 2 2
33884402642603/16/0113: 3/17/01 15:2 139 2 7 26 1 2 2
33 84742672693/16/01 16: 3/21/01 3: 443 2 0 7 1 1
33785312602683/17/0115: 3/20/01 14: 1 207 1 64 1 3 2 2
3438537268 3/18/0113: 3/20/01 19: 368 73 2 4 2 2
3578565259 3/19/0116:1 3/21/01 10:4 239 143 1 2
3508968263 3/20/0114:2 3/21/0116:1 255 105 0 2 1 2
349 9261258 3/20/01 20:4 3/23/0116:4 3 187 4 50 1 0 2 2
3349325269 3/21/01 3:4 3/21/01 23:5 1 233 3 1 35 0 2 2
3359505264 3/21/0115:59 4/8/01 13:0418 240 2 2 14 0 1 2
3349552262 3/22/0111:563/22/01 12:26 1 121 2 2 1 38 0 0 2 1
34310736264 4/8/01 14:18 4/8/0114:18 1 140 1 1 14 0 2 2 i
Ui46
APPENDIX B TESTER CONFiDENCE DATA
Figures B-i and B-2 shows the confidence data, as entered by each tester after completing
a test. The column labeled Diff is the difficulty and Prod is the pair productivity compared
to solo testing. The final column shows the tester's estimate of the percent of time that
tester spent on a pair test.47
AppTesterReport Confidence
Kej OverallpeFunc ablsuesTCOCompleteIflProd o
33 263 1741 4 4 4 4 4 4
34 2571817 3 2 2 3 22
2651869 3 3 3 3 040
2701869 3 3 2
_2
050
2621872 4 4 4 4 4
_2
1
266 1981 4 3 3 2 -160
261 1981 3 2 2 1050
2602049 4 3 3 050
7 2672049 3 4 3 10
42692 4 2 3
261209 4 2 3
26421 3 4 3
270 2 2 1_
258 2 2 2 2
34 258 4 4 3 3 3 150
34268_ 4 3 2 050
34 2672317 3 3 3 3
____2_i
3 1
2652408 4 4 1 4 31
33 2642445 1 3 2 050
332572445313 ii-130
2662601 4 4 3 3 3
33 2632785 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 1
34 2692868 32 2 3 2
34 2602878 4 4 2 2 3
35 2682911 3 3 2 3 2
33 270 2 2 2 2 -i20
339 261 3 4 3 3 050
334 265 3 4 2
34267 57 33 3 3
____3_
3
257 3 2 3 2 31 145
2693463 4 3 3 4 3 3 i 150
268 3 4 3 3 2 31
7 2623550 4 3 4 3 3 3 4 1 150
7 2633550 4 4 3 3 4 3 -i60
7 2623553 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
_1
1
0 2583632 3 4 4 3 3 3 32
7 26O3742 4 4 3 3 4 4 32 150
2583742 3 4 4 3 3 3 150
2593842 4 4 4 3 4 4
_2
1 055
2663842 4 4 2 3 3_3___050
2633897 4 4 3 3 4 1 050
7 2703897i 4 3 3 2 3 050
2573922 2 1 2 2 050
2673922 2 2 2 3 2 050
2654010 3 4 2 1
34 2644042 4 1 4 1 3 0
2694096! 3 4 3 4 i 150
4096 3 3 4 4 2 1050
33 2634418! 4 4 4 4 4 1
35 2614422 3 3 2 3
34 2604565 443
35 2614795, 4 3
_3
35 2574941 3 1 i i50
35 2584941 4 3 2 2 050
34 2675167 3 3 2 1
33 2665284 4 4 4 4 1
Figure B-i: Tester confidence data, page 1 of 2.48
AppTesterReport Confidence
yKe OverallPurposeFuncistablIssuesTCOCompleteIfProd%
334 5388 4 4 4 3 3 4 4 150
334 5388 3 4 3 3 2 2 050
350 5448 3 4 4 3 3 4 1
357 5584 3 3 1 2 1
33775588 3 2 2 3 2
335 5701 3 3 2 2 3
335 61 5701 2 2 2 3 0
337587423 1 2 1
337 5874 2 3 2 3 3 0
7 5941 3 4 4 4 0
7 5941 4 4 4 4 4 4105
33 61003 3 2 2 1
3 6207 3 4 3 3
34 46242 3 3 3 3 14
3 6242 3 3 3 3 105
3 6361 344333 15
6361 3 4 3 15
3 7 6531 4 2 4 2
_____3
2 3 4
3 6647 3 3 31 i
3 6647 3 4
______
-125
3 6670 4 4
____3
3
34 6768 3 4 4 3
34 576831 3 3 3 1
34 6834 2 2
____3
2
34 77191 2 2 3
3 7219 3 4 2
3 7 7467 4 4 3 4 4
3 7 7468 1 0 1 1 -140
7468 3 4 4 1 2 3 050
3 7653 3 3 2 1
7 7698! 3 3 3 2
3 7766 3 3 3 2
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3 777 3 4 3 2080
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37_ 8531 4 44443 4250
3 7 8531 2 3 1 3 2 2 1 -150
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34 9261 3 4 3 3 3 31
3 9325 3 3 2 3 3 32_
3 2649505 2 3 1 2 1 2
334 2629552 3 4 3 3 4
_2
3
26410736 0 2 1 1 03
Figure B-2: Tester confidence data, page 2 of 2.APPENDIX C BACKGROUND QUESTIONNAIRE
Figure C-i shows the background questionnaire that was given to all students at the start of
the course.
ALL SUBJECTS BACKGROUND QUESTIONS
1. Major
2. Year
Junior
Senior
Graduate student
3. Overall GPA
4. Do you have previous testing experience? (Check all that apply)
College programming classes
Personal programming
Professional use such as part of job
Do you have previous exploratory testing experience?
Yes (if so, how many years? years)
No
Don't Know
Figure C-i: Background questionnaire, page i of 1.50
APPENDIX D POST-EXPERIMENT QUESTIONNAIRE
Figures D- 1 and D-2 show the questionnaire given to all students after the end of the
course.
POST SESSION QUESTIONS
Exploratory Testing Questions
1. How well did the Exploratory Testing training prepare you for testing applications?
Not very well
Adequately
Very well
2. Rate the overall quality of your Exploratory Testing
Excellent
Good
Average
Fair
Poor
DonIt know
3. What is the most difficult part of Exploratory Testing?
4. What is the easiest part of Exploratory Testing?
Pairs Testing Questions
1.I more thoroughly tested when I worked with another person than when I worked
alone
Strongly disagree disagree agree strongly agree
2.I enjoyed testing more when I worked with another person than when I worked alone
Strongly disagree disagree agree strongly agree
(OVER)
Figure D-1: Post-course questionnaire, page 1 of 2.51
3. Rank each of the following in importance in pairs testing where 1 = most important, 2
= next most important, ...). Also indicate whether or not it is a benefit of pairs testing
over to solo testing.
Benefit?
(Y or N)
Ranking (1=
most important)
Increased thoroughness of WET report
Improved ability to work with another person
Learning from other person in pair
Continuous review by partner as WET report being
developed
Complete WET report in less time
Increased job satisfaction
4. What is the most difficult part of testing in pairs?
5. What is the easiest part of testing in pairs?
6. Comments/Suggestions
Figure D-2: Post-course questionnaire, page 2 of 2.APPENDIX E SAMPLE PRINTED REPORT
Figures B-i, E-2, E-3, E-4, and E-5 show a sample printed report, as used for grading. The
application name has been obscured in this appendix.53
Printed by Ray Lischner 3 - 5/16/01 11:00:10 AM
Application
3 -
Report Key
10201
Purpose
Indexing program for speeding up full-text search of files in common formats, mainly
for use in networks and medium-to-large installations (due to price).
Functions
6 Primary, 65 Contributing
Create Index
Create basic index
Create advanced index
Add documents to index
Filter files
Update index
Remove files from index
Rebuild index
Edit noise words
Create batch script
Manage Indexes
Recognize existing index
Delete index
Rename index
Copy index
Verify index
List index words
Create index library
Change library
Share index in network
Compress index
List index files
Batch list
Search documents
Boolean search
Phrase search (so-called natural language search)
Search with wildcards
Fuzzy searching
Phonic searching
Word stemming
Synonym searching
Figure E-1: Sample reports, page 1 of 5.54
Printed by Ray Lischner I -'' 5/16/01 11:00:10 AM
Field searching
Numeric range searching
Word weighting
Expand macros
Batch search
View search results
View document
Sort results
Generate report
Select files for report
Find text in document
Navigate results
Print document
Copy selected text
Copy file
Page setup
Print search results
Launch external viewer
Zoom image
Scan image
Browse thesaurus
View file
Select font
Cascade windows
Tile windows
Flip image
Rotate image
View file properties
Delete file
Detach viewer
Configure and customize
Format search results
Configure external viewers
Index options
Define text fields
Run script view DDE
Configure user thesaurus
Preferences
Other stuff
Help
Instabilities
3 critical, 4 major, 2 minor (7 critical+major)
Severity: Major
Installer dies when trying to install PDF support without having Acrobat installed. The
error message is unhelpful, saying that the installer could not create a directory in
the the main application directory.
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Severity: Major
Random inability to open files. Without warning or explanation, ******** suddenly
can no longer open the files it searched. Double-clicking a file produces the error,
Unable to access input Launching an external application works, though, so
the file is accessible.
Severity: Major
Punctuation not always handled correctly. Search for green-eyed' fails when
searching text of Othello, which contains "green-eyed.
Severity: Critical
Fuzzy searches don't work correctly. Search for bod%%%kin AND NOT boding AND
NOT body" fails to find "bodkin". But "bod%%%kin AND NOT boding' works.
Severity: Major
Phonic search is useless. thinks that 'sprite" and "shepherd" are a phonic
match, as are "sprite" and "separation,' not to mention "sprite" and "suffered."
Severity: Critical
No indication of in-use index. When another PC in the network has an index open,
the index cannot be modified, but the error message doesn't explain why. It simply
reports that ******* cannot access the index, implying something is wrong with the
index.
Severity: Critical
Access violation. When indexing the entire hard drive, got an Access Violation at
0x1f7d385d (tried to write to OxObO4l6fO), and ****** crashed.
Severity: Minor
Launch button not disabled when launching is not possible.
Severity: Minor
Windows>Close all has no effect.
Issues
Cannot test scanning without TextBridge Pro.
Could not feasibly test limit of 100 indexes per library.
Cannot test Send email without an email client configured.
Test Case Outline
Install application, using default settings. Could not install, so try again but
unchecking Acrobat PDF support.
Download complete works of Shakespeare from www.bardware.com as a sample
database.
Create index of Shakespeare's works.
Search for "green-eyed". Search for "green eyed". Search for "green W/5 eyed".
Open Othello.txt to make sure it is not corrupt. Simple search for "green" finds
Othello, so we know it's in the index.
Synonym search for "tiger"
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Synonym search for "welkiri".
Search for 'kill all the lawyers"
Fuzzy search for "bodkin." Increase fuzziness slowly.
Search for "bod%%kiri".
Search for "bod%%kin AND NOT boding". (good results)
Search for "bod%%%kin AND NOT boding". (lots of hits)
Search for "bod%%%kin AND NOT boding AND NOT body". (Oops. Only hits are
"bodies". What happened to "bodkiri"?)
Navigate hits.
Install " on another PC. Test network capabilities.
Recognize Shakespeare index.
Search for "green-eyed" (with the expected failure).
Natural language search.
Phonic search for "fairies sprites nymphs". Phonic search for "sprite".
Index Manager.
Create advanced index.
Verify index.
Delete index.
Rename index.
List words.
List files.
Update index. Clear index first; compress index.
Index entire hard drive. Set index options to filter text in binary files. Exclude files
*.EXE *.DLL *.CPL "'.SYS "CAB. Update index. (This takes a while before ******
crashes.)
Search for strings that you expect to find in binary files (image, internet). Search for
"b". View binary files,
Delete file that is listed in search index. Try to view.
Print search results.
Print document.
Configure options.
Create file text (ASCII for *.css). Verify.
Create word group (body bodkin bodykin bodikin). Verify with a synonym search of
"bodkin".
Add macros (@igem = green-eyed monster). Verify. (And now, searching for "green-
eyed" worksl)
Choose font.
Search results format.
Set up "notepad" as an Application.
Setup external viewer for and *.css to use Notepad. Verify.
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View image.
Zoom.
Launch application.
Create batch script to clear, update, and compress shakespeare index.
Execute batch script.
Generate search report.
Print search report.
Uninstall application. Manually delete index and other files left behind.
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